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Abstract 
The Durand-Kerner iteration is a well-known simultaneous method for approximation f (simple) zeros of a polynomial. 
By relating Weierstrass' correction and the minimal distance between approximations practical conditions for convergence 
have been obtained. These conditions also ensure the existence of isolating discs for the polynomial roots, i.e. each 
iteration step gives a refined set of inclusion discs. In this paper refined conditions of convergence are given. (~) 1998 
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1. In t roduct ion  
We want to obtain inclusion sets for the roots ~i, i=  1,... ,n, of a monic polynomial P(z )  of 
degree n which are all simple. Since 
P(z )  = (z  - ~i) I - I  (z  - ~j),  
j=l 
we obtain the formal relation 
P(z )  
~i = z - Vi. 
H3=I (z - ~j) 
j#i 
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Assume that n distinct approximations z~to the zeros (i have been given. Then we try to improve 
all approximations simultaneously b  
P(z i )  
Zi : :Z i  - -  Hj=I  (Z i - -  Z j )  
j~i  
V~. (1.1) 
We obtain the next approximations Zi. This formula has been used by Weierstrass in connection with 
a constructive proof of the fundamental theorem of algebra. 
By repeating the construction of (1.1) we obtain the following well-known simultaneous iteration: 
Given n distinct values z} k) we define the iteration by 
P(z  k)) w~ k) := Vi, 
l-I J (z) k ) -  z) k)) (1.2) j~/ 
i - -  Vi. 
The iteration only works with distinct starting values, and only a set of simple roots can be ap- 
proximated in theory. The corrections w} k) have been used in iteration formulas by Durand, Kernel 
Dochev, B6rsch-Supan and several others. We call iteration in (1.2) the Durand-Kemer iteration, 
and w} k) is called the Weierstrass-correction f r z} k). 
Iteration (1.2) is well known and intensively studied, a comprehensive survey of results is given 
in [11]. The iteration has several interesting features, for example there is a set of natural inclusion 
discs for all zeros produced by the iteration, see Section 2. It has been conjectured that iteration 
(1.2) has a global convergence property, see for example [11]. Recently, there have been given 
practical semi-local existence theorems of Kantorovich-type, see for example [10] or [11]. Practical 
local existence and convergence theorems have been obtained recently in [7, 8], see also [11]. In 
the sequel the best-known local convergence r sult, given in [7], will be improved. 
The outline of proof is the following. If the iterates z} k) in each step are well separated in terms 
of the corrections w} *), there is a set of well-separated small inclusion discs in each step, this will 
be shown in Section 4. We will find in Section 5 that under the same condition the new discs will 
be uniformly smaller than the last ones. In Section 6 the refined condition of convergence will be 
deduced from the results in Sections 4 and 5. 
2. Inclusion discs 
By applying Gershgorin's theorem to a special companion matrix of P(z), the following results 
concerning inclusion discs have been obtained by Smith, see [9] or [2, 11 ]. 
Theorem 2.1. Let P(z) be a monic complex polynomial o f  degree n with zeros ~i. Given n distinct 
values z} °), define w} °) as in (1.2). 
(i) The set [_J{zE C: I z -  z}°) I~<n. Iw °)l} contains all zeros of  P(z). Any connected component 
consisting of  exactly m discs contains exactly m zeros. 
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(ii) The set U {z E C: Iz- ~<(n - 1). Iw °)l} contains all zeros of P(z). Any connected 
component consisting of exactly m discs contains exactly m zeros. 
(iii) It is not true, in general, that Vj 3i: ~i E {z E C: I z - z~°) I ~<n. 
Definition 2.2. The minimal separation between n values zl~),... ,z~ k) is denoted by d (k) :=minj#i 
- I 
It is already obvious from Theorem 2.1 that with C.n.  maxi Iw °)l < d ~°~, C ~> 2, the n discs {z E C: 
Iz-z °) I Iw °)l} are (pairwise disjoint) inclusion sets of the n zeros. We might therefore consider 
the Durand-Kerner iteration a natural basis for a simultaneous inclusion method, see [8] or [11]. 
3. Convergence of the iteration 
An interesting feature is that conditions of the type C.n max i Iw~°)[ <d (°) will force the new iterates 
z~ ~) to remain well separated in terms of the new corrections, and guarantee the existence of small 
inclusion discs, and will already ensure the convergence of the iteration process. The following result 
has been obtained in [7]. 
Theorem 3.1 (Petkovi6 [7]). Let n >>. 3. Given a polynomial P(z) := I-Ii~l (z - ~i) E C [z] and n values 
z~ °). Assume that 
d(O) 
max' ' 'twO°) I<- ,  
i 3 .n  
then the following is true. 
(i) The Durand-Kerner iteration (1.2) converges to the zeros ~i, i= 1,...,n. 
(ii) It is Vi ~i ED~ k) := {z E C: tz - (z~ k) - w~k))l ~< Iw k)l} for all k, with suitable enumeration. 
(iii) l f  i# j ,  then DIk)MD~ k) =O for all k. 
We are going to show that the same conclusions till hold under the weaker condition maxi < 
d(°)/2n. The convergence of the Durand-Kerner iteration (1.2) is evident if the n discs D~ k) are well 
separated for every k (which implies that the new iterates will be separated and the next iteration 
step is well defined), and if the size of the discs (each containing a root) converges to zero. 
We will show that even the initial condition maxi Iw~)l <d(k)/2n yields the well separated iscs 
D~ *), i=  1 . . . . .  n, from Theorem 3.1, and also implies for the sequence of radii Iw k) I that maxi Iw~k+t)l 
~<M(n)max~ Iw  )l, M(n)< 5. There is a better estimate for small n. Combining these two facts we 
will show that 
max Iw} k~] <d~k)/2n ~ max Iw} k+l)] <d~k+')/2n, 
which in turn implies the claimed convergence of the iteration. 
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4. Small well-separated iscs 
First, we want to have inclusion discs with a small radius. 
Definition 4.1. We use {c;r} := {zE C: [ z -  c[ ~<r} as parametric notation for discs with center c 
and radius r. 
We need the following special case of a result proved by Carstensen in [3], for similar results see 
[4, 5, 1]. The proof is accomplished by applying Gershgorin's theorem to a generalized companion 
matrix of P(z).  
Lemma 4.2. Let k >>, 0 and i E { 1,... ,  n} any f ixed index. Define 
• j= l  
Assume 
(i) 6i + 2.  ~ri < 1, and 
(ii) x/l- + 6i > v~ + v~i. 
Then the disc {z}k) __  I'Vi" (k ) . ,  [w}k) [  " (•i ~- cry)/(1 -- ~i)} contains at least one zero of  P(z). 
With this preceeding lemma we may obtain inclusion discs not greater than a Weierstrass- 
correction. We recall the relevant definition from Theorem 3.1. 
Definition 4.3. --t/)!k):: {z~k) - -  Wi" iw} )l} = 
Definition 4.4. We denote the maximum of the absolute Weierstrass-corrections by w(~):= 
maxi Iw} )l. 
Lemma 4.5. Let n>~3 and k >>,O. Assume maxi [w}k) I <d(k)/2n. Then the following is true. 
(i) l f  i ¢ j ,  then D~k)AD~k)=~). 
(ii) With suitable numberin9 it is ~ ED~ k) = {z} k) - w," (k)., Iwlk)l} for  all i. 
Proof (cfi Petkovik et al. [8], p. 358, Remark 4). The discs DI k), i = 1,... ,  n, are disjoint according 
to our assumption. We have to show that they already contain a zero. Let i be a fixed index and 
let 4, 6i, O'i be defined as in Lemma 4.2. 
For j~ iwehave  ]z~ k ) -4 [= (k) _(k) . (k),._ (~) (~) _w(k). Zj - -  Z i 71- Wi I ~ Z) -- Zi -- [WI~)[ ~>d (k) We now estimate 
w (k) 1/2n _ 1 - :~  and ~r i~<(n-1) .w  (k) n -1  
6i <~ d(k) _ w(k) < 1 -- 1/2n 2n~ d (k) - w (k) < 2n~ --: ~" 
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In order to apply Lemma 4.2 we need to prove 
(i) Oi+ 2 . t r i< l ,  and 
(ii) x/1 + ~i > V~/"q- ~/-~- 
Condition (i) is obvious, to prove (ii) we estimate 1 -a i -2 .  v"~ . a i > 1 -6 -2 .  v~ . ~ = n / ( 2n - 1 ) - 
2v/-n - -  1 / (2n-  1)>10, hence Condition (ii) holds. The application of  Lemma 4.2 yields a disc with 
center z} k) - w} k) and radius 
g := iw}k)l . _  < iw}~)l .¢~i -q l - - (T i 1/(2 • n -  1) + (n -  1)/(2 • n - 1) = iwl~)l, 
1-ai 1-(n-1)/(2.n--1) 
which includes a zero. Therefore, each disc DI k)= {z} k ) -  wlk); Iw}~)l}, i=  1, . . . ,n,  contains a 
zero. [] 
Concerning the separation of  the new iterates we need the following. 
Lemma 4.6. Let k>>,O and assume maxi [w}k)l <d(k)/2n. Then the following is true. For all iT~j: 
Iz} k+l) - Z~k+l) I >(n  -- 1)In" d (k). 
Proof  (cf  Petkovik [7], p. 166). 
iz~k+l) z~+') I >/Iz~ k~ -(~), - . . . .  ~ j l  Izl ~+'~ z~) l - l z~+' )  ~jl-(~)' 
/> d (~) - Iw~) I - w~.(~) I>~"-' • d (~). [] 
5. Size of the new discs 
.(k + t ) The new iterates z} k+l) yield new corrections w i . These corrections will be the radii of  the 
/-)(k+ 1 ) /9 ~k+l~ by definition. We are already able to show that if w (k~ <d(k)/2n, the new discs --i discs --i
are uniformly smaller (independent of  k) than the discs D} k). 
Lemma 5.1. Let n>~3 and k>~O. Let x( t ) :=(1  + t/(1 - 2t)) "-2, y( t ) :=(n  - 1)t/(1 - 2t). 
w ~k) < d(k)/2n, then 
eO.5 
Iwlk+l)l . (  1 1 .~x(r.)y(r.). Iw}~)l~<c. Iw}k)l Vi with c := ~- <0.8244. 
/ f  
Proof  (cf  Petkovik [7], Lemma 1). We use the notation 
_(k + 1 )
zi :=zi-(k), 2i:=zi , d :=d ~), w:=w(k)=maxlw}k)l,i Q(z ) := l - I ( z - z J ) '  
J 
__  P(2i) wi := w} k~ -- P(zi) _ P(zi) v~i := w} k+l~ -- 
1-Iy¢i(zi - zy) Q'(zi)' ]-Iy¢i(2i - 2y)" 
By definition we have ~;=z}k+')=z} k ) -  w}k)=z i -  w} k). Hence, if z i=2i  the conclusion 
holds trivially for the fixed index i. We consider an arbitrary fixed index i with zi # 2i. Following 
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B6rsch-Supan in [1], we consider for P(z) and the interpolation points Zl .... ,z.,cx~ Lagrange's 
interpolation formula 
P(z) = £ 
P(zj ) 
j=l Q'(zj) I I  (z - zv) + Q(z) 
vcj 
and rewrite it to find 
o,z _ + 1 _ + w, 
(5.1) O(z) A_~j=, Q-7~j) z - zj z_.,j:, z - z j  
Rewriting the iteration in (1.2), z} k+° =z} k)- w} k), using the introduced notation we see that wi/(2~- 
zi) + 1 = 0. If j ¢ i, we find z~ k) C z} k+l), i.e. zj ¢~i, and ~j ¢2i by assumption. Choosing z =:?i we 
obtain from (5.1) 
P(2,) wi wj P(~i) wj 
- - - - -  + l+y~^- -  , or  - (2~-z~)~ - -  . (5 .2 )  
Q(~.~) ~,i - z i  j#  z i  - z j  1-ij¢~(~.i - z j )  ~ - z j  
Therefore, 
Wi - -  P(zi) Zi -- Zj ~ Wj 
U j~i (Z i  -- Z,j) (5"2) (Zi -- z i )  l - I  z,7 Zj 7~7 ~'i -- Zj 
j~i " " 
= (2 i -  zi) 1 -[- ziX Z • • z,i z j" 
We estimate 
z .0  + zj)  f-zjl" (5.3) 
jT~i • . 
Starting with ~ = zi - wi we get, using the definitions, 
12i - z;I = Iwil < w, 
j ¢ i: I~., - zjl >~ Izi - zjl - lP.i - zil >~d - w, 
j¢ i :  [~i-~j[ >1 I z i -z j l -  It,-z,I- 12j-zjl>d-2.w. 
Combining these estimates with (5.3) we obtain, cf. [7], p.166, formula (8), 
( w )"-I (n -  1)w 
I~/I ~< Iw, I 1 + ~ d  d - w 
( w )"-2 (n -  1)w (5.4) 
=lwi l  1 + ---2-~wd d -  2w 
Using the definitions of x(.), y(.), wi, wi, w, d, we rewrite (5.4) as 
(w(k'~ (w(k)~ 
[w}k+l) [~ x ~k- ~ ] y ~ ] " Iw}k)l. (5.5) 
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1 Let to := w(k)/d (k), then by assumption to < 2-~- 
1 The functions x(t), y(t) are strictly increasing for t E (0, 5)" Therefore, 
X(to) <x(1/2n)= (1 
1/2n )n -2  ( 1 ) n-2 
+ 1-2 . (1 /2n)  = l+2. (n_ l )  <e°5' 
(n - 1)/2n 1 
y(to)< y(1/2n)= 
1 - 2 .  (1/2n) = 2" 
Combining this with (5.5) yields 
I <x(1/2n).  y(1/2n).  Iwlk)[ < Iw} )l. 
We obtain the assertion. [] 
(k+L)~ (k) For small values of  n we can improve the numerical estimates of w~ /wg (~<e°5/2). 
1 1 Corollary 5.2. Let n>~3. As in Lemma 5.1 /et x ( t ) :=(1  +t / (1 -2t ) )  n-2. Define M(n) := ix(~).  
5 For n = 3, 4, 5 the majorant M(n) has the values 58, 4972 ' 1024729 and for n >>. 6 we have M(n) < e°5/2 < g. 
Proof. For n ~> 6 the assertion is implied by Lemma 5.1. The rest follows by 
' .x(-~)= 1 .(1 + 1)1=! .  5 5 n=3:  ~ ~ 4 2 4=8'  
1 . x (~)=l  . (1.31_1)2 1 49 49 n = 4: ~ ~ 6 2 " 36 -- 72' 
1 1 3 1 93 729 
' .X (~o)= ~- (1+~)=5-8~ n = 5 :5  -- 1024" [] 
6. Improved convergence condition 
We are already prepared to prove our main theorem. It gives an improved condition for conver- 
gence for the Durand-Kerner iteration. 
Theorem 6.1. Let n >13. Given a polynomial P(z) := Hin l (z  - ~i) E C[z] and n values zi-(°). Assume 
that 
d(O) 
max [w~°) I < , 
i 2 .n  
then the following is true. 
(i) The Durand-Kerner iteration (1.2) converges to the zeros (i, i=  1 . . . . .  n. 
(ii) It is Vi ¢~ cD} k) := {z C C: [z - (z} k) - w}k))[ Iw}k)l}, for all k, with suitable enumeration. 
(iii) I f  i # j ,  then D} k) AD~ k) = 0 for all k. 
(o) (o) Proof. By Lemma 4.5 the n discs Dl°)= {z~ ° ) -  w i ;~wi [} are disjoint inclusion discs for the 
, (o). • [w~°)l} DDI ) either contain a zero, by assumption the zeros (i. Hence, also the discs Ii := ~tzi , n 
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Ii, i = 1,. . . ,  n, are pairwise disjoint. There is, obviously, no zero in Ii\D} °). We recall the definition 
w (k) = maxi Iw}k)l. We want to show 
d(k) d(k+l) 
w(k)<2. ~ w(k+l )< - Vk ,  (6.1) 
n 2 .n  
which, combined with Lemma 5.1, yields [w}k)[ ~ 0. Lemma 4.6 implies d (k+l) > ( (n -  1 )/n)d (k), and 
by Lemma 5.1 and Corollary 5.2 we have w (k+l) <~M(n). w (k). Hence, 
w (k+l)<~M(n) w (k)<M(n)"  d (k) M(n) .  d (k+l). n M(n) .  d (k+l) 
• < - (6 .2 )  
2n 2n. (n - 1) 2. (n - 1) 
Implication (6.1) is true by (6.2), if M(n) .  d(k+l)/2(n- 1)<d(k+l)/2n. This is already guaranteed 
by Corollary 5.2. 
We now have [w}~)[~0, and by Lemma 4.5 each set of discs DI k), i=  1,. . . ,n, is a family 
of pairwise disjoint inclusion discs for every k. Since there is one zero in each DI k) C I i, and no 
zero in Ii\D~ °), and the radii Iw~k)[(~<[w~°)[) of the discs DI k) are strictly decreasing, we find for 
i# j :  D} °) ND~k)= 0 Vk. Therefore, for any fixed index i, all discs D} k) contain the same zero, and 
it is 0kD} k~ #0.  We find, say, NkD} k) =z* with P(zT)=O; the iterates z} k+l~ are the centers of the 
discs D} k), and must converge to the zeros. [] 
1 * i ) (z+ ' " I • 1 *i) E R[z], and zl °):= 10933 Z~0) Remark .  SetP(z ) :=(z -~ ~. t ) ( z - l -~-~. t ) ( z - l+~ lO000, := 
933 Z~0) .__  9067 _74(0) : :  933 We observe that all iterates must remain real, the iteration will 
10000 ' " - -  10000 ' 10000 " 
therefore not converge. Calculating the minimal separation and the maximal Weierstrass-correction 
we find that if merely 
d(0) 
max Iwl° l < 
iteration (1.2) will not converge in general. 
7.  Conc lus ion  
It has been shown that the Durand-Kemer iteration converges under the assumption that max/[w~°)[ 
< minj¢/Iz~ ° ) -  z~°)[/(C • n), C = 2. This improves the known result with C = 3 in [7]. The general 
result on convergence cannot hold true for C = 0.98. 
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